
 

If you have any problems

www.theaquabag.com. If you need additional assistance, please send an email to 

 

Instructions for all

Turn off your pool filter before installing and c

connections are tight (if applicable).

When Using A Pool Filter Return

1) Install an adapter fitting in

2) Attach your AQUABAG over 

the Reusable Nylon Tie included with your 

When Using A Pool Filter Return Hose Connection:

1) Disconnect the return hose where it connects to the pool

valve (if present).  

2) Slip your AQUABAG over the 

secure it with the Reusable Nylon Tie included with your 

simply trim off the narrower section of neck.

3) Place the AQUABAG into the pool. Its position does not matter

enough inside the pool that it does 

 

CAUTION: If the hose and bag slip out of the pool, you may accidentally drain your 

pool. 

If possible, tie the hose to the pool or tie a weight of some kind to the hose and place it 

in the pool to prevent the hose from exiting the pool. 

USE: Turn on your filter and your

debris, it may begin to darken. This is normal.

sure to occasionally check the firmness of the bag. As it becomes blocked

can build inside the bag, causing it to feel firm to the touch

the bag may burst.  

When in the process of clearing

for some material to be released into the pool. Simply clean and reinstall. 

filtering until no escaping material is observed.

 To Clean:  The nylon tie can be removed by pressing the release tab

neck down and rinse it with a strong spray from a 

(like a net handle) can make this easier. 

you have a “straight” hose nozzle, it can be slid up into the bag to remove additional 

accumulation.   
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all AQUABAG Filters: 

r pool filter before installing and confirm that all return hose 

(if applicable). 

Return Fitting Connection: 

pter fitting in your return inlet (hand tight if threaded).  

over the end of the fitting, and secure it by tying o

the Reusable Nylon Tie included with your AQUABAG. 

Return Hose Connection: 

Disconnect the return hose where it connects to the pool, plug the hole or close the 

over the end of the return hose approximately five inches and 

the Reusable Nylon Tie included with your AQUABAG. For larger hoses, 

simply trim off the narrower section of neck. 

into the pool. Its position does not matter, but it sho

inside the pool that it does not “hang” from the hose. 

If the hose and bag slip out of the pool, you may accidentally drain your 

If possible, tie the hose to the pool or tie a weight of some kind to the hose and place it 

n the pool to prevent the hose from exiting the pool.  

your AQUABAG will begin collecting particles. As it collect

begin to darken. This is normal. If the pool has extremely high levels of 

sure to occasionally check the firmness of the bag. As it becomes blocked with debris

causing it to feel firm to the touch.  If this pressure gets too high

in the process of clearing particulates and removing your AQUABAG

for some material to be released into the pool. Simply clean and reinstall. 

filtering until no escaping material is observed. 

The nylon tie can be removed by pressing the release tab. Hold the bag

strong spray from a  garden hose. Slipping it over a small pole 

(like a net handle) can make this easier. Usually just spraying from the outside will be enough. If 

you have a “straight” hose nozzle, it can be slid up into the bag to remove additional 
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please see our FAQ at 

If you need additional assistance, please send an email to 

onfirm that all return hose 

fitting, and secure it by tying or by utilizing 

or close the  

inches and  

For larger hoses, 

, but it should be far 

If the hose and bag slip out of the pool, you may accidentally drain your 

If possible, tie the hose to the pool or tie a weight of some kind to the hose and place it 

. As it collects the 

If the pool has extremely high levels of debris, be 

with debris, pressure 

If this pressure gets too high, 

moving your AQUABAG, it is normal 

for some material to be released into the pool. Simply clean and reinstall. Continue 

the bag with the 

Slipping it over a small pole 

ing from the outside will be enough. If 

you have a “straight” hose nozzle, it can be slid up into the bag to remove additional 


